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Foreword
Kevin Pirolo writes this about the E‐book
“The Power of Collective Intention.”
After Remote Viewing thousands of
hours, my conscious awareness of the Collective
(aka the Matrix) has become a familiar and
comfortable place. When Technical Remote
Viewing, one becomes intimately aware of how
very significant and powerful intention can be in
influencing the Collective Conscious.
The Power of Collective Intention is an
excellent introduction to the principles of how
individual human intention is recorded in the
Matrix and thus ends up actually changing the
composition of the Collective Conscious.
The Power of Collective Intention introduces
an easy and free way for each of us to contribute
to the betterment of our Planet.
I
wholeheartedly recommend reading this E‐book
and participating in Project 1 World!
Your
personal benefit, and the Global benefit will be
rewarding indeed!
Kevin Pirolo
Energetic Science Practitioner
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Introduction
“It is not good enough for things to be planned - they still have to
be done; for the intention to become a reality, energy has to be
launched into operation.” – Walt Kelly

There are many wonderful collective
intention projects around the world organizing
for the purpose of shining light on certain areas
that scream for rapid transformation.
Usually, the normal way these projects
are orchestrated are by building a network of
people and having everyone promote one certain
date and time when everyone in the group is
supposed to focus their intention on whatever
the purpose the project is for.
It is a known fact that collective intention
can influence the physical external world. The
effects from these collective intention projects
rely on each individual’s ability to focus their
intention by whatever means they have at their
disposal.
Most people are not trained in advanced
meditation techniques. Most people do not have
a firm understanding of the physics behind
consciousness itself and its interaction with the
5

seen and unseen. Most people are unaware that
there may be a very powerful tool at their
disposal, which doesn’t cost a penny, and can be
used to massively amplify their own intention
into the matrix in order to help spread the light
on certain issues that are of concern to every
human being on the planet.
In this book, The Power of Collective
Intention, you will learn about some
fundamentals in regards to collective intention
in general. You will also learn how to instantly
amplify your consciousness in such a profound
way that your intention will be broadcast into
the collective as less than 1% of the human
population are able to do. You will learn the
value of time compression and what it is and
how to make it happen virtually automatically
for you even if you don’t understand it. You will
also learn of a powerful tool that you can use for
free that will make all the above, and more, a
reality for you today!
Also, please do your part in spreading the
light by giving this book away to as many
people as possible as fast as you can. Mankind
has limited time to turn things around and I
know that just by having this book in your
hands, it shows you are someone who truly
cares about others.
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1
Global Consciousness
“A human being is part of the whole called by us universe, a part
limited in time and space. We experience ourselves, our thoughts
and feelings as something separate from the rest. A kind of optical
delusion of consciousness.” – Albert Einstein

Recognize the fact that you are a part of
the whole. There is a strong tendency for people
to see themselves as individuals but in reality,
there is one consciousness and each of us is a
small piece of it.
Since thoughts are things, it matters what
we think. Each thought we have has an effect on
the entire collective mind.
Princeton
Engineering
Anomalies
1
Research (PEAR) has proven over the last
several decades that not only does consciousness
affect the external physical reality but also that
the global consciousness of mankind appears to
know when things are going to happen before
something actually happens. This anticipation
influences the physical world.

1

Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research
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It has been known for quite some time
that random event generators can be influenced
by intention. A random event generator is a
small electronic device that is designed to
randomly produce binary data of a 0 or 1. 0 is off
and 1 is on. Since there are two options and if the
device is supposed to truly output random data,
the output is supposed to be half 0’s and half 1’s,
especially over a longer period of time. If you
add all the results and figure the average time
that 0’s or 1’s were output, they would be about
the same.
If for example, 0’s came out 50 times in a
row, this would be a rare occurrence as it is not
very probable. So what makes these random
event generators output some wacky result
instead of following the laws of probability?
Imagine that 0’s are heads and 1’s are
tails. If you flipped a coin a thousand times,
heads and tails would turn up close to an equal
amount of times since there is a 50/50 chance of
being either one. Imagine focusing intently on
only heads turning up.
Do you realize that by doing that you are
affecting the outcome? Do you realize that there
will be more heads popping up than tails? You
may think that you are subconsciously causing
yourself to flip the coin just right to get heads
and that is probably an accurate deduction.
8

But, what if you are focusing on an
electronic device that you aren’t even touching?
What if this device was a thousand miles away?
What if you focused on the device outputting 0’s
way more than 1’s? Do you realize that the
device will actually start to output more 0’s than
1’s?
This happens because your conscious
intent is somehow connecting to this device
though some medium that is able to transmit the
information to the device. There is an entire
science behind this medium called the aether,
which you can learn about in my book The
Quantum Key2.
There are these random event generators
hooked up all over the world and all the data is
brought together for analysis. This is called the
Global Consciousness Project3. If this influencing
ability can happen at the small level then surely
there must be some way to have the collective
intention of all of mankind influence a lot of
these machines. This is exactly what has been
found to happen.
Right before any big event happens that
has a strong emotional impact on mankind such
as the 9/11 event or a big tsunami, the collective
data on all these generators go crazy and start to
strongly deviate away from what is
2
3

The Quantum Key
Global Consciousness Project
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mathematically expected. It is not a slight
deviation but apparently deviating so much it is
moving “off the charts.” It happens over and
over and is not a coincidence. Mass
consciousness influences these generators and
therefore proving that mass consciousness not
only has an effect on our physical world but
apparently is aware of events before they
happen.
So, if it is known that the mind can
influence a physical device, is it possible for
some kind of technology to help amplify the
mind? The answer is yes and you will learn
about it very soon.
POWERFUL KEY #1: It is both possible
for your thoughts to influence the physical
external world around you but it is also possible
to have a part of the physical world amplify
your thoughts into the collective.
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2
It Only Takes A Few
“Never doubt that a small group of committed people can change
the world – indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” – Margaret
Mead

It is the goal of many groups to have as
many people as possible to concentrate on
certain intentions. Perhaps fewer people doing
something more powerful than usual will be
more effective than masses of people who aren’t.
One example of a few people causing a
more powerful effect than many is in the famous
demonstrations where groups of people
practicing Transcendental Meditation in certain
cities brought down crime. It is known as the
Maharishi Effect4, which is named after the
founder Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. I am not
personally involved with TM nor am I
promoting TM. I simply recognize the reality of
the effects of coherent intention by groups of
people.
Specifically, Maharishi Yogi predicted
that 1% of a population practicing TM could
4

Maharishi Effect
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positively affect the entire population. That is
only 1 out of a hundred people, which are
considered to be leveraging a little in a powerful
way.
1% of the world population of 6.6 billion
people (6,600,000,000) is 66 million people
(66,000,000).
For example in my personal
county, there are about 400,000 people. 1% of
that is only 4,000 people. That is still a fair
amount of people to organize into a group
meditation or other collective intention
experiment. 66 million people surely would be
quite a project to organize. Is there an easier
way?
Utilizing more advanced methods of the
TM meditations, it was predicted that the square
root of 1% would have beneficial effects.
1% of my county of 400,000 people is
4,000 and the square root of 4,000 people is 63.24
or to round up 64 people. 64 people are a lot
easier to organize into a coherent group than
4,000!
1% of the global population is 66 million
but the square root of that is only 8124.04 or to
round up 8125 people. 8125 people are a lot
easier to organize into a collective intention
project that has the potential to positively
influence the consciousness of the entire planet.
It is very common sense to deduce the fact
12

that anyone utilizing more potential will
obviously have greater results. This is how fewer
people can have a greater effect than many.
Most people choose a lifestyle where an
avid pursuit of meditation and other techniques
to boost their own human potential is not
feasible.
But, what if there is something that YOU
can do in only three‐minutes a week, which will
massively boost the amount of potential YOUR
subconscious mind is using to send intention
into the collective?
POWERFUL KEY #2: To have the power
of your individual intention do the work of
many people, you must simply utilize more of
your potential. There is a tool for you to use for
free. It isn’t intended for millions of people but
perhaps YOU are one of 8125 people who want
to be one of the advanced intenders?
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3
Time Compressed Energy
“The gift of mental power comes from God, Divine Being, and if
we concentrate our minds on that truth, we become in tune with
this great power. – Nikola Tesla

If you expended 1 part energy per day for
10 days straight, would that be the same as
expending 10 parts energy in one single day?
The answer is absolutely not!
Imagine this: Take a hammer and lightly
tap it on a window 100 times so lightly that it
will not break the window. Nothing really
happens. Now hit the window with the hammer
1 time with all the energy that was expended in
the 100 other times. You will shatter it to pieces.
Bruce Lee knew this well and is famous
for his 1‐inch punch. He could punch someone
by having his fist starting 1‐inch away and the
person would fly across the room and get
knocked down on their butt. How? He is using
time‐compressed energy. He had a lot of potential
just sitting there and then suddenly releases it
into a very small period of time.
What if you took water and let it drip on a
14

rock little by little over a long period of time?
Eventually, you may start to see some wear on
the rock but it will take years! Now take the
same amount of water, put it under pressure and
send it out a small nozzle at high speed. You will
cut the rock in half like a laser.
This all comes down to taking advantage
of time energy itself!
What about time‐compressed energy5 as it
applies to intention?
If you applied the concepts of the Law of
Attraction6 (LOA) for manifesting something in
your life and expended 1 part of mental energy
per day on it for 30 days, that is a total of 30
parts energy spread over time.
If you expended 10 parts energy per day
for 3 days, that is also 30 parts energy spread
over a shorter time.
What is the difference? The difference is
that you are compressing the same amount of
work into a smaller period of time and you will
get results more powerfully in a shorter period
of time.
If you “tried” applying LOA to something
in your life a little here and there over an entire
year, you may never see results. However, if you
were to become quite obsessed about your desire
and wholeheartedly applied LOA non‐stop on a
5
6

Time Compressed Energy
Law of Attraction
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daily basis giving it your all for a few weeks or
months, you will get powerful results.
The tendency of nature is equalize your
efforts through entropy.
If you exerted 1 part of energy here and
there, which is low energy work with a lot of
space in between, it is so few and far between
that by the time your next effort is made, much
of the intention power you exerted before is
already dissipated. Therefore, you’re almost
starting from scratch each time and your efforts
are in vain.
If you exerted 10 parts of energy daily
with not much time between, nature cannot
dissipate your efforts as quickly so by the time
you exert intention power next time, there is
already quite a bit left. That means you will
reach a point where the probability of your
desire to manifest is very high and you will see
results quickly.
In many collective intention projects, the
focus is for many people to concentrate on
something all on the same day. That is great but
after that day, you have the next one‐year that
nature is dissipating all that input. So the next
time the group intention is transmitted, it is
almost starting from scratch. If it were done
daily or even weekly or even monthly, that
would enhance the effectiveness greatly.
16

What if there was a way that you could
spend only three minutes a week and have your
subconscious transmit intention into the
collective 7 days a week several hours a day
automatically? There is!
POWERFUL KEY #3: For powerful
results, you must send out intention into the
collective with very high potential at rapid
intervals.
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4
Rapid Data Transfer
“Positive thoughts have a profound effect on behavior and genes,
but only when they are in harmony with subconscious
programming. - Bruce Lipton

Rapid Data Transfer (RDT) is a
revolutionary technology that allows your
subconscious mind to access more innate
potential than by any other method.
RDT does this by causing your
subconscious mind to absorb massive amounts
of information in a short period of time. By
doing this, the brain must create new
connections corresponding to this information.
Each connection has electrical activity and the
source of all electrical activity is actually coming
from quantum potential in time and space itself.
The more quantum potential your brain and
mind pair uses, the more powerful are the effects
of your thoughts that you send into the
collective.
In addition to your mind simply soaking
up this information, there is a hardware booster
taking advantage of very advanced quantum
18

science to send the intentions out to the
collective. Your subconscious mind has access to
this information in the collective and takes what
it can to resend back into the collective. All of
this is done without you having to actively
spend time on it!
How does it work?
If you have seen the movie The Matrix,
you probably remember when Neo had the skill
set of kung fu sent directly to his mind without
having to learn it. A computer was wired to his
brain. Or, maybe you remember when Trinity
was on top of a building and just by holding the
phone to her ear; she received all the information
on how to fly a helicopter. RDT is essentially the
same concept.
Once a week, all you have to do is sit
down at your computer. Log into a website with
your unique username and password. A short
presentation representing the information that
the collective project is about will be rapidly
absorbed by your powerful subconscious mind
in only 3 minutes on average as well as you
having the option to put on headphones to get
the full experience.
After you are done with this 3‐minute
session, you can go about your business without
having to spend time every day sending out
intention. Your subconscious mind, on your
19

behalf, is powerfully sending intentions into the
collective automatically a few hours a day 7 days
a week! The amount of information your
subconscious mind absorbs will take about 7
days on average for your brain to work on. Then
you simply log back in for about 3 minutes and
you’re good for another week.
In addition to your subconscious mind
absorbing this data from the theater
presentation, there are hardware boosters that
are sending the same information directly into
the matrix. Your subconscious mind constantly
is scanning the matrix and will pick up on this
information being sent by the boosters. If the
data is in alignment with your own intentions it
will resonate with that information, will absorb
some of it and will retransmit it back into the
collective.
There is no other collective intention
project, technology or method in the world that
operates by these means with this much
effectiveness.
POWERFUL KEY #4: RDT is a technology
that you can use for free for humanitarian
purposes and you can do it now!
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5
Get Started Now
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment
before starting to improve the world. – Anne Frank

Before I wrote this short book, the only
people who were allowed to participate in the
collective intention project called Project 1
World7 were people who were clients that paid
for the RDT technology for other purposes such
as memory improvement, boosting self‐esteem,
increasing muscle mass as well as dozens of
other applications.
Because the balance of the planet is more
precarious than ever, the stewards of the RDT
technology have decided to let everyone use
the Project 1 World collective intention
program without being a paid client.

7

Project 1 World
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Follow these easy steps to get started
now:
1. Visit http://www.paths‐123.com/ and click
on a link to one of the PATHS websites
owned by one of the representatives.
2. On the PATHS website, just click on the
PRODUCTS link in the left side menu.
3. Scroll all the way down until you see the
Project 1 World module and click on the
BUY NOW button. THERE IS
ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE AND YOU
DO NOT HAVE TO ENTER A CREDIT
CARD NUMBER.
4. Follow all the prompts and enter
whatever information you need to enter
to setup your free account.
5. You will need to pick a username and
password.
6. When you finish signing up, you can go
to the PATHS website that you signed up
on, and click the LOGIN menu button and
log in.
7. When logged in, your theater
presentation will download and you can
watch it and put on some headphones.
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6
Spread the Light
“Be the change that you want to see in the world.” – Mohandas
Gandhi

It is powerful and noble for anyone to
give of themselves in a selfless manner for the
benefit of mankind. But it is so much more
powerful to have others doing the same thing as
well.
Please make a commitment to getting the
world out about The Power of Collective
Intention by emailing this free E‐book to as
many people as you can in the shortest period of
time possible so you can take advantage of time‐
compressed energy. You may send this to
anyone you want as long as the content is not
changed.
Also, you can send people to the Project 1
World website at http://www.project1world.org
and they can get on the mailing list, which will
automatically send this E‐book to them.
Also, to meet other Light Workers like
yourself, we welcome you to Energetic Forum at
http://www.energeticforum.com.
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We welcome you to the team and I know
that together we can truly cause powerful
transformation change for the world.
With Love & Gratitude,
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Resources
Project 1 World
http://www.project1world.org
Project 1 World Forum
http://www.energeticforum.com/project‐1‐
world/
Energetic Forum
http://www.energeticforum.com
PATHS
http://www.paths‐123.com/
White Dragon Press
http://www.whitedragonpress.com
The Quantum Key
http://www.thequantumkey.com
Aaron’s You Tube Videos
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=qiman13
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